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Bambuti, whom the authors also call “Pygmies,” one of
the most atypical people on the continent. Pictures disTen short chapters make up this book written for stu- play such captions as, “Pygmy Men Holding Poison Ardents in middle and high schools. The chapters feature rows and Spears, 1934” (p. 58) and Pygmies with Poisuch Westerners as Henry Morton Stanley, Leopold II son Arrows, 1927“ (p. 61). Africans are often portrayed
of the Belgians, George Washington Williams, William
as children, easily fooled by Europeans into doing the
Henry Sheppard, and Edmund Morel. One chapter does
latter’s bidding, as, for example on page 46 where Emil
present the kingdom near the mouth of the Congo River Torday, the Belgian traveler, in 1908 easily hoodwinked
called Kongo, which flourished 500 years ago, with some Bakongo leaders into providing men to serve as porters.
attention paid to indigenous life and institutions. Even
here, though, the Portuguese intrusion and developing
Most of the forty-seven pictures in the book come
slave trade dominate the latter part of this account. The from the Royal Geographical Society Picture Library,
last chapter moves at breathtaking speed through rule by most of them published here for the first time. The great
the Belgian government to 1960, and then independent majority date from the first two decades of the twentieth
Congo under Patrice Lumumba, Mobotu Sese Seko, and century. Some are fascinating, such as a young boy from
Laurent Kabila. Richard E. Leakey states in his foreword 1908 standing by a railroad track (p. 82) and the view of
that it is important for writers about the continent to at- a Congo River steamer in 1910 (p. 34). The overall effect,
tempt an Afrocentric view as much as possible. Leakey however, of pictures from these decades results in readcontinues, “The time has come to regard African history ers of this volume concluding that the people of Congo
in terms of what has happened in Africa itself, rather today live in simple, rural, exotic isolation from the rest
than simply in terms of what non-African individuals did of the world. Far too many photographs show “Native
when they first traveled to the continent” (p. 13). If only Chief, Lualaba River Area, c. 1885” (p. 18), “Pygmy Warthe authors, Bruce and Becky Durost-Fish, had followed riors, 1926” (p. 63), “ ‘War Dance,’ Eastern Congo, 1906“
this sage advice!
(p. 110), ”Medicine Man, Central Congo, c. 1915“ (p. 111),
or ”Traditional Hut, c. 1915“ (p. 116). Nothing shows
This book is a reversion to past practices in that virpeople living today in towns and cities, or depicts buildtually every chapter features Westerners and their activiings, or schools, nothing remotely showing people living
ties in central Africa. Westerners act upon Africans. The in the modern world. Many pictures don’t fit the text on
latter are mostly passive. In one of the few chapters in the same page. For example, on page 120 the text diswhich Africans are featured, the authors focus on the cusses a 1957 attempt at reform in local government but
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the photograph which covers most of the page shows a
”Watusi Herdsman, 1926“ and thus has nothing at all to
do with anything in the entire chapter. Similar anomalies abound in this book. One could easily reach the conclusion that these photographs are the main reason for
this volume. The text often seems to be more of an afterthought than a serious attempt to tell the story of the
people of this region of central Africa. Young people’s

worst stereotypes about Africa will be confirmed upon
seeing the pictures in this volume.
There are a few worthwhile features scattered
throughout the volume. King Leopold’s cruel and rapacious rule is depicted accurately, for instance. I cannot,
however, recommend Congo: Exploration, Reform, and a
Brutal Legacy for use in the classroom.
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